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51. INTRODUCTION 
RECALL from [3] that Tors MSp, , the torsion ideal of the symplectic bordism ring, contains 
the summands MSps = Z; and MSp13 = Z, @ Z, . We labelled the generator of MSp, as 
+r, and the indecomposable generator of MSp,, as c$~, and it is the purpose of this paper 
to generalise $r and 42. We shall construct an indecomposable element 4i E MSP~~_~ 
of additive order 2 for each i E Zf, thereby showing that Tom MSp, is infinitely generated 
as an ideal in MSp,. Furthermore, our results enable us to identify a summand BiZ, 
< MSp,,_ 3 with a minimum of fuss. 
It is planned to describe various relations between the elements {I$~} in a future paper. 
All the notation and prerequisites which we assume herein can be found in [2]. 
We discuss in $2 a map y : S’ A BSp --t BSp and consider certain classes in MSp,, 
amongst them the $;‘s, to which y gives rise. In 93 we demonstrate that the 4i’s are indeed 
indecomposable by computing their KO-theoretic hurewicz images in KO,(MSp). We use 
the MSp hurewicz map to give an inductive proof of the same result in 54: although this 
second approach involves some harder work, it seems altogether more natural and appealing, 
I am particularly indebted to Bob Switzer for many happy hours of useful argument 
during the assembling of this material. 
$2. THE HOMOMORPHISMS 7, y AND ASSOCIATED ELEMEiiTS OF MSp, 
Let i: U/Sp + BSp denote the inclusion of the fibre for thefibration BSp + BU, Recalling 
how Bott periodicity works, we may consider the composite BSp N QLJ/Sp + QBSp 
and then define the adjoint y : S’ A BSp + BSp. Ri 
There is an alternative description of y as follows. Let ?I denote the real hopf line 
bundle over S’ and 5” the universal Sp(n)-bundle over BSp(n). Then the virtual Sp-bundle 
(t7 - I)&(? - 4n) over S’ A BSp(n) is classified by a map yn: S’ A BS’(n) -+ BS’. We 
may take y to be lim y,. 
n 
Definition 2.1. Let 7 stand for the composition 
MSP*(BSP) y’ MSp*(S’ A BSp) E MSP*-~(BS~) 
%l 
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and let ‘/ stand for the composition 
MSp*(BSp) z MSp*+l(S’ A BSp) - MSP* + 1 cm). 7. 
Recall that MSp*(BSp) is a free iCISp*-module, and we have 
LEMMA 2.2. MS’*(BSp+) = MSp*[[pfi, p_f* , . . .]] and duall,v, MSp,(BSp+) = MSp, 
[(?A, d-2 9 . . .], where the homology product is induced by the Whitney sum in BSp. 
LEMMA 2.3. y’ and y both annihilate products. 
Proof. This is simple in the case of j?, since in any multiplicative cohomology theory 
products vanish on a suspension. 
We must be more subtle in the case of y. It is simple to check that the following diagram 
commutes by pulling back 5 in both directions: 
S’ A (BSp x BSp) 2 S1 A BSp 
[(lAxl).(lAnr)l= P 
I 
(S’ A BSp) x (S’ A BSp) 7 
YX 7 
I 
BSp x BSp 
,I 
f3 
BSp . 
But it is well known that there is a homotopy equivalence e: (S’ A BSp) v (S’ A BSp) 
v (S’ A BSp A BSp) + S’ A (BSp x BSp) such that the composites 
‘P S’ A BSp 
S’hBSpABSp------ S’ A (BSp x BSp) 
e.i3 I> S’ABS~ 
are inessential. Thus p . e . i, : S’ A BSp A BSp -+ (S’ A BSp) x (S’ A BSp) is also inessen- 
tial, whence p* annihilates MSp,(S’) @ MSp,(BSp) @ MSp,(BSp) as sought. 
Recall that a primitive element in MSp*(BSp) is defined to be one which annihilates 
all non-trivial homology products, so with the help of (2.3) we deduce that Imy is primitive. 
In fact the primitive elements in MSp*(BSp) have one additive generator over MSp* in each 
dimension = O(4), and we shall (somewhat apologetically) denote such a generator by 
pfP, E MSp4’(BSp). Each pfP, is expressible as a polynomial in the pf=‘s, the polynomials 
concerned being discussed (for example) by Milnor [l]. Thus we have pfP, = pfl, pfP, = 
pf12 - 2pf2 and pfP3 = pf13 - 3pflpfi + 3pf3. 
In particular, $7pfl E MSp3(BSp) is primitive, so we have 
LEMMA 2.4. There is an expression of the form 
~pf~i=8,.pfP,+8,.pfP,+‘..+Bi.pfPi+”’ 
It is these elements ei which we claim are of interest in the Sp bordism ring. 
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In case this construction seems somewhat unnatural, it may be comforting to observe 
that we are in effect investigating ;1*(pfi) =pfl(y) E MSp’(S’ A BSp), which is simply the 
first Conner-Floyd symplectic Pontrjagin class of the virtual Sp-bundle represented by y. 
Before proceeding, it is logical to suggest that we investigate ;ipfk E MSp4k-1(BSp) in a 
similar fashion. In fact for reasons of algebra it is less tortuous, and no less efficient, to 
consider instead ypfPk E MSP~~-’ (BSp). There will be an expansion of the form 
~pfpk=ek,l~pfpk~ek,Z~pfpk+l +“‘+ek.iepfpi+k-l +“. 
where B,, i E MSP~~__~ (k > 1). At first glance we appear to have produced a whole new 
bunch of elements in MSp, ; this, however is not the case, as is shown in the following 
theorem which is a joint effort with R. Switzer. 
THEOREM 2.5. Vk > 1, 0,. i = ktIi in MSP,,_~. 
Prooj: Using the bundle definition of y, notice that it has its true genesis in the map 
a, : S’ x HP” -+ HP” which classifies the Sp( 1)-bundle 9 8; (I. With this in mind, consider 
the diagram 
s’ A BSp 
T 
< 
I BSP 
S’ A HPm 
-CT 
Writingg, E MSp’(S’) for the canonical generator over MSp*, and using our knowledge 
of i*. we obtain 
pf,((q - 1) @I*(<’ - 4)) = i*(Gl 0 i&eiPlpi) = Sl @i~ooipf~i~ 
Thus Pfi(llOR~1)=Pfi((~-~)O(~1~4))+pfi(~~~’)=8lO~i>~~iPfli+~~PPfi~ 
In other words a,*@fi) = Si 0 ci,O O,pf,’ + 1 @pfl in MSp4(S1 x HP”). 
Next we get to work on the map a,: S’ x BSp(n) + BSp(n) for n > k, which classifies 
the bundle g OR r”. We need the following commutative diagram: 
S’ x BSp(n) 
+ 
l B+(n) 
4 
lxj j 
S’ x HP” m x S’ x HP”= x(S’x HP”)..l_x HP” 
n n n n n 
where j classifies Xc’. In MSp4( )(HP”), label pfl of the r-th copy of c1 as .pfl. Then 
from the general theory of characteistic classes, j* is manic and j*@fPk) = xr,pflk. Thus 
1 @ j*a,*(pfPk) = (** i-1)( x al>* 
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by our earlier remarks. But S12 = 0. So 
1 @j*a,*(pfPk) = C (gl@ i~okeiLPft+k-‘) + ’ O,Pflk) 
r 
Finally, employing yn: S’ A B@(n) -+ BSp, we seek pfP,((q - 1) aR(5” - 4n)). Since 
pfpk is well known to be additive, we have the formula 
whence y,*(pfp,) = Q,@ xi>0 kei apfPi+k_l. Passing to the direct limit over n shows that 
YPfP!i = Cl>0 ktli *pfPi+k_l Vk, which yields the result. 
From here onwards we shall concentrate on Tpfl and the corresponding 0,‘s. It may 
whet the reader’s appetite at this stage to point out that e1 = SL E MSp, = Z, and S2 = 
$1 E MSp, = z, . 
In the best traditions of the subject, we now use some bundle theory to tell us more about 
our bordism elements. 
PROPOSITION 2.6 2ypfk = 0 Vk > 1. 
Prooj: As a virtual bundle over S’ A BSp, y has order 2, essentially because 17 has 
order 2 over S’. Thus for k > 1, 
0 = pfk(2y) = 2pfk(y) modulo products in MSp4”(S1 A BSp). 
Thus 2y*pfk = 2ypfk = 0, as sought. 
COROLLARY 2.7. (i) 2ei = 0 Vi > 1; 
(ii) rpfpZk = 0 and TpfP2k+l = ypfzk+l = Ci>o ei .pfpi+Zk Vk 2 1. 
Proof. (i) From (2.6) with k = 1, Ci>o 20ipfPi = 0, and we have our result. 
(ii) In MSpsk(BSp), pfPlk = -2kpfzk modulo products, so we need only apply (2.3) 
and (2.6). 
Similarly, pfPZk+l = (2k + l)pfzk+l modulo products, so by (2.6) @fPTk+l = ypfik+l. 
Applying (i) above to (2.5) gives the value of both these expressions as xi>0 ei .pfPi+,k. 
It seems pertinent to remark at this juncture that a simple application of the computa- 
tional techniques of the next two sections shows that 0, = 8, = 0. It is therefore tempting 
to make 
CONJECTURE 2.8 0 = 02k+l E MSpBk+I Vk > 0. 
As yet I have been unable to obtain any information on this somewhat mysterious 
possibility. However, the &+ 1 ‘s play only a minor role in the following discussion, so as far 
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as possible hereafter they will be ignored. To emphasise this point, we shall from now on 
label e2i as I E MSpsi_, . It must be borne in mind that we have as yet not established that 
any pi is non-zero. 
ij 3. KO-THEORETIC COMPUTATONS 
In thissectionwe show that the c$~‘s form an infinite family of non-trivial indecomposable 
torsion elements in MSp, by combining certain results of D. Segal [5] with some sums 
in real K-theory. 
Recall from [2] that for certain spectra E-cg. those for which E,(MSp) is free over 
&-there is the following natural commutative diagram: 
lMSP*(BSP) 0 MSp*(BSp) 
<.a 
+ MSP. 
L(MSP) L(MSP) 
0 0 0 
MBSP) E*(BSp) 
1 <.> 
+ WMSP) 
Here e stands for the generalised hurewicz map and L; for the Boardman map, whose 
description also appears in [2]. We propose now to work with E = KO, bearing in mind 
that 
KO*(BSp+) = KO*b,, ~2, . . .]] and KO,(BSp+) = KO,[a,, c2,. . .I. 
Let us write yKo: KO*(BSp) -+ KO*-’ (BSp) for the KO-theoretic analogue of 7. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. In KO,i_,(MSp), /co(c#I~) = (jjKoG(pfl), kO(qfzi)), i Z 1. 
- - 
Proof. By definition, C#I~ = (yph, qfii) in IWS~~~_~. Applying the above diagram and 
remembering that it is natural then yields the required formula. 
In the light of (3. l), we have two tasks to perform in order to compute kO(4i). First we - 
must discover how yKo works by producing a KO-theory analogue of (2.9, and second we 
must obtain manageable formulae for ko(pfl) E KO*(MSp) 6 KO*(BSp) and kO(qf,i) - 
E KO*(MSp) @ KO,(BSp). 
Denoting the primitives in KO,(BSp) by pP,, we have the following result due to 
R. Switzer. 
LEMMA 3.2. In KO*(BSp), ~KopP2, = 0 and yKopP2k+l = e . pPzk+l (Ivhere e stands for 
the generator of KO-’ = Z,). 
Proof. Denote the generator of KO’(S’) over KO* by a1 E KO’(S’), and let y be the 
generator of KO-’ = Z. Then ypr E KOe4(BSp) is represented by the map S4 A BSp -+ BO 
classifying (z - 4) @&, where x is the hopf Sp(l)-bundle over S4. Hence y*ypl E KOm4 
(S’ A BSp) is represented by the composition S4 A S’ A BSp -+ S4 A BSp -+ BO, which 
classifies (2 - 4) @ “((q - 1)(&t) = (q - 1) &((;C - 4)@,5). Furthermore, (q - 1) E 
KO’(S’) is precisely eg,, so y*ypl = eg, @ ypl, whence p,(y) = gl@ ep,. 
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Having reached this stage, we can now mimic exactly the proof of (2.5) to demonstrate 
that yKopPk = ke + pPI, E KOJk-’ (BSp). But e has order 2, so we get the required result. 
We next seek to evaluate ko(pf,) and ko(qf,J, and the only problem here is one of 
notation. The necessary work has already beendone in [2 (5.1) and (5.3)], and all we have to 
do is substitute E = 4 and E =KO. The following notation is helpful: 
Write (3’ = 1 + c; + G; + ..*eKO*(MSp), 
CQ, = i (6’);:; L 0 x ur E KO,(MSp) @ KO,(BSp), oR, = (a’),“-’ E KO,(MSp), 
r=O - 
and 
aQ=l+oQ,+..._t.Q”+-.., aR=l+aR,+**~+aR,+.,.. 
- - 
LEMMA 3.3. ko(pf,) = C jbl aJ_ 1 0 pPj and ko(qfJ = {(OR)-'oQ}i . - -- 
For example, we obtain 
ko(qf) = 1 0 01, ko(qf,) = 1 @a, - a,‘Oal, - - 
ko(qf,) = 1 0 c3 - 20; @ o2 + (20;’ - a;) 0 al, - 
k4qj-A = 1 0 01 - 3~; Q a3 + (5a;2 - 2a,‘) 0 a2 + (- 5ai3 + %;a; - a;> 0 aI. - 
COROLLARY 3.4. In KO,(MSp) 0 KO,(BSp), the coefficient of 1 0 o, in ko(qf,) is - 
- ai_ l module decomposabies in KOdi_,(MSp). 
Proof. By (3.3), terms of the form G:_ 1 0 a1 arise as follows: 
(terms G;_ 1 of (OR)-‘) . (terms 1 @ o1 of aQ) + 1 * (terms D;_ 1 @ cl of 0Q) 
- 
=(iol_,).(l@aa,)-((if l)a~_,@~I = -a;-,@a,. 
THEOREM 3.5. In IYO~~_~(MS~), k0(4~) = e(o;i_ 1 f decomposables). - 
Proof. Combining (3.2) and (3.3), we see that TKoz(pfi) = Cjr 1 &j-2 @I PP,j-1. 
Thus by (3-l), ko(4i) =( C izl eaij-2 0 PP2j-1, ko (qf2i)) which by courtesy of (3.4) is 
precisely as sought. 
- 
COROLLARY 3.6. +i # 0 in MSE,~~_~. 
Of course, one may equally well compute the ko images of the 02i+1’s in this fashion, - 
as included in the next proposition. It is not obvious that these images are 0 for i 2 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. In KO,(MSp), 
ko(8,) = e, ko($,) = ea;, ko(0,) = 0, ko(4J = e(a; + o?), ko(8,) = 0. - - - - - 
COROLLARY 3.8. In MSp,, 8, = CL E MSpl, O3 = ff15 = 0, and & E MSP,, 42 E MSP~~ 
are those generators denoted by the same symbols in [3]. 
Proof. This simply involves the computations of the msu-and hence ko-images of - 
& and qS2 in [3], together with the accompanying result that ko is manic in the dimensions 
- 
concerned. 
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I hope (3.6) and (3.8) are sufficient evidence to convince the reader that the ~i’s are 
indeed an interesting family of elements in Tors M.Sp,. Their most crucial property we 
now discuss. 
Suppose that (pi is decomposable, so that ko(4i) must have a corresponding decomposi- 
- 
tion. The only way in which the term ea;,_ 1 can arise in such a decomposition is as a part 
of an expression of the form (X-o(u) = e)(ko(mi)) for some 171i E MSpsi-.r. Furthermore e has - - 
order 2, so we must have ko(mi) = i.a;i_ I modulo decomposables, for some odd integer A - 
Consider the commutative diagram described in [3], viz 
r, 
i 1 
j 
KU*(MSp) ph > HQ,(MSp) 
where ph stands for the homology Pontrjagin character. Suppose that h(m,) = pq;i_l 
modulodecomposables in H,,_,(MSp). Then 
- 
z 3 IL = (h(mi)7PP;i- I> = (j ’ h(mi), Ph(PP;i- I))> 
- - 
the latter equality stemming from the fact that ph(pP;i_ 1) = pP;i_ 1 modulo terms of higher 
grading in N*(BSp). .*./L = (ph 0 ko(mi), ph(pP;i- 1)) = ph( ko(mJ, pP&_1) = (ko(mi), -- -- - 
pP;;_ ,> since ph: KO, + (HZ A KO), is just the inclusion Z c Q. 
- :.p = A. 
But according to a theorem of Segal [5], h(MSpBI_J is divisible by 4 in HBi_.+(MSp). 
Thus p is divisible by 4 by definition, and hence so is A. But we demonstrated earlier that 
A is odd, so this contradiction gives us 
THEOREM 3.9. In IVS~,,_~, $i is indecomposable Vi 2 1. 
Now we can make some easy deductions. Recall from [3] that we are able to choose a 
generator x1’ E MSp, with unit Todd genus: this information is embodied in the leading 
coefficient of the expression ko(x12) = y . 1 + 12x . ol’ + 1440;’ in KO,(MSp). - 
COROLLARY 3.10. MSp,,_, and MSp,,_, each contain a summand @Z, Vi 2 1. 
L 
Proof. Consider the elements 
pi, ~i-1X,2, ...) ~i_jX,2i, .-.) ~lX:'i-l' E MSp*i_,. 
By (3.5) and the remarks above, these have respective ko images 
- 
ea;,_ r, ye . Oii- 3, . . ., y’e . CJ;~__~~__,, . . . , y’-‘ecr,’ 
modulo non-trivial products in KOai_J(MSp). Hence our set of elements must be linearly 
independent, and so must generate the required summand. 
Multiplication by c( preserves the independence of these generators, and so yields a 
similar summand in MSp,i_2. 
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The reader may be interested to observe that Im(J2p: x,(0/Q) --, MSp,) lies in the 
summand described by (3.10). This image was shown in [4] to consist of a Zz in each of the 
dimensions 8/ - 3 and 81- 2, on generators c$,x~(‘-‘) and r~,x’(‘-‘) respectively. 
$4. COMI’UIXTIONS WITH mp - 
In this section we offer an alternative proof of (3.6) and (3.9) which does not appeal to 
Segal’s results on homology characteristic numbers. Since Segal employed the Adams 
spectral sequence in his work, this section is in some sense more elementary than the 
previous one. 
The idea is to utilise the diagram discussed at the beinning of $3 with MSp substituted 
for E: this is valid since MSp,(MSp) = MSp,[qf,‘, qfi’, . . .] is free over MSp, . Thus we 
wish to compute rns~(4~) E MSp8i_,(MSp), i > 1. The connoisseurs of bordism theory will 
realise that this amounts to evaluating the action of the Sp Landweber-Novikov algebra on 
$J~. More specifically, for each operation psa E MSp41”@lSp), the coefficients of qfm’ in 
msp($i) is preciselypsJ4J E MSp*i_3-41=1. - - 
Mimicking (3.1) gives 
- 
PROPOSITION 4.1. In MSp,,_,(MSp), WZ.S~(~~) = (j+mp@fI), msp(qf,i)) Vi B 1. 
At first glance, this relation involves us in the circular argument of knowing how j! 
works before being able to proceed in finding it! However, we can in fact garner sufficient 
information to give an inductive argument. 
To work with (4.1), we must establish formulae for rny(ph) E MSp,(MSp) 63 MSp* 
(BSp) and msp(qf2i) E MSp,(MSp) 0 MSp,(BSp). As in the previous section, thanks to 
[2] this is simply a matter of notation after making the substitution E = 4 and E = MSp. 
Write qf’ = 1 + qfi’ + qfi’ + * a. E MSp,(MSp), - 
dQn = r~o(4fX-“r- ’ 0 qfr E M%.(MSp) 8 MSp,(W), qj&, = (qj’)n-“- ’ E MSP,OMSP) 
and 
qfQ=l+qfQl+*.-+qfQ.+..., qfR=l+qf-R,+.**+qfR,f.... 
LX-~ 4.2. msp@fl) = Cj= 1 qfill Opfpi L& msp(qf,) = {(qfR)-'dQ>i. -- 
Plugging these results into (4,l) yields 
msP(~i> = 
(( 
7 jZ$lq/i’- 10 Pfpj {(4fR)- 'q_fQX - > 
= ,I$I14f;j-2@ C ‘t.Pfpl+lj-2, {(qjR)-'qjQ)i bJ'(2.7). -_ 
l>O 
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It is somewhat easier to get to grips with this expression if it is displayed as 
u + (4fX 2 f (g-‘L 3 . ..]-‘[1+10qf.+10qf;+... - 
1) * +(~f’)~Z~1+(qf’)~30qf~+~“+(qf’)~301+’~~] i - - 
Writing msP($i) = x3 Psz($i> * 4fz’, we settle for computing just a few of the coef- 
ficients-fortunately only a-minimal number are required to achieve our goal. 
Let At denote the sequence (0, . . . , 0, 1) with t - 1 zeros. Thenps,C($i) is the coeticient - 
of qfi’ in our kronecker product. Now qft’ crops up in msp(qfzi) as 
(tf l)qft’Oclf;i-,-(2i+ I>q~~‘oqfii-t=(f-Zi)qf,‘Oq~2i-,. 
Thus for t odd, say t = 2tn + I, 
PsAl(4i) - 
and for t even, say t = 2~1, 
= (2m + 1 - 2i)O2i_z,,_l = OZi-r 
Ps,~(~i)=(2n1-2i)u2i-2,,, + (Cl>0 u1’Pfpl+2m7 n7sP(rlf2i)) 
- 
= ~i-m . (coefficient Of qfii in msp(q~~i)) 
7 
= 4i-m. 
The coefficients of decomposables are much more labyrinthine. For example, 
~s~($J~) = coefficient of qfi’2 in n7sp(1$~) - 
=(I0 ~1>oO,pfP,,-~Oq~zi-z+(t(2j+ 1)(2i+2)-2)Oq_f2i-2) 
= (i + 1)(2i + l)~i-l 
= (i + l)$~-i. 
Denoting the proper indecomposables in M.Sp,(MSp) by D,, we have shown 
THEOREM 4.4 In MSp,,_,(MSp), 
COROLLARY 4.5. In 1%4Sp~~_~, d,i is non-zero and indecomposable. 
Proof. Since r* E MSp, is non-zero, we have at once that msp(t$,) # 0, so tii # 0. 
Suppose inductively that di_r is indecomposable. If C#J~ were decomposable, the term 
(hi-i . qfi’ in rr~sp(4~) would have to arise in some product of the form msp(a)msp(j?), -- 
a,j3EMSp,. But byassumption,oneofaor/$saya, must be 4i_I. HenceP E MSp,. Using the 
results of [3], the coefficient ofq&’ in m&p) will always be =0(20), and of course 204i_, = 
0. Thus the term 4i-,qf1’ cannot arise in any such product, and C#I~ has to be indecompos- 
able 
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It remains only to start off the induction by observing that C#J~ E MSp, is indeed 
indecomposable. 
We may clearly apply the above methods to analyse the 82i+l’s, and it is easy to show 
that there is the following analogue of (4.4): 
LEMMA 4.6. In bf&~~~+~(MSp), w~sp(t3,~+~) = OZi+,.l nrod D,, i 2 1. 
As a sample of the terms of m~p(tl,~+i) in D,, the coefficient of qfl” is (i + 1)8,,._i. 
Any further random calculation of coefficients is both tedious and unfruitful, and of course 
the above result does not prove that any 8_i , + 1 is nonzero. In fact it is impossible to establish 
(2.8) using msp and induction, since the leading term of msp(B,i+l) is always Bzi+l . 1. 
Until we know that ko is manic, the methods of 93 are of no help either, so some new 
techniques need to be-developed. 
55. CONcLsJSIONS 
As a pointer to further investigation into the 4’s, recall we showed in [3] that C#QX~’ = 
c(xix2 in MSp,, for certain elements 2x, E MSp, and 2x, E MSp,, thereby establishing 
that Tors MSp, involves non-trivial relations. It is not difficult to generalise such relations 
to $i for i > 1, and an understanding of this situation should allow us to detect a much larger 
summand of MSpgi_2, MSp8i_3 than the OiZ, discussed in (3.10). Insimilarvein, we hope 
to be able to establish that any product of three or more (not necessarily distinct) 4’s is 
zero (as required by the Sp Hattori-Stong conjecture that KO decides MSp), thus leaving 
us with the products {c$~ &j 1 i,j E Z’} as the only independent monomials in the 4’s. These 
topics will form the basis of a subsequent note on Tors MSp, . 
Finally, one of the crucial questions concerning bordism classes is that of geometrical 
representatives. Our definition of the O’s does not allow us to offer more than an extremely 
artificial answer in this case, and it is to be hoped that such interesting elements might arise 
from a reasonably simple and explicit geometrical construction. 
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